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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Markets took a breather this (KC wheat only down 7c, but corn and beans didn’t fare as well…). 

Here’s the question: “Is the top in and it’s all down from here?”… 

It’s a multiple-choice, so pick one: 

A. Yes 

B. Probably, but it’s probably too early to say… 

C. Possibly, but it’s too early to say. 

D. No, not if the drought in the Northern Plains doesn’t break. 

Unfortunately, the only answer that I know to be true is D. 

Is the drought breaking? I doubt you can see it, but in the past 2 months (9 weeks), the percent of the 

USA in D3 (Extreme Drought) and D4 (Exceptional Drought) has declined from almost 25% to now only 

18% of the USA is D3-D4. The drought still exists, but conditions have “improved”.  

 

 

Will conditions keep slowly improving, and thus prices keep declining?  

I certainly hope so.  

I’m not trying to upset anyone who may be sitting on unsold inventory, etc., but if conditions don’t keep 

slowly improving, I doubt anyone will enjoy the outcome. 

 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums 
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Here's how the week ended, with KC almost shrugging off spring wheat’s 42c drop. Corn was down 15c, 

but beans dropped 44c and set a new 11-week closing low: 

CLOSE KWZ21 KWN22 CZ21 CN22 WZ21 MWZ21 SF22 SX22 CRD21 ES21 

11/02 $7.79 $7.74 $5.53 $5.69 $7.67 $10.10 $12.06 $12.11 $80.13 $4690 

10/29 $7.86 $7.75 $5.68 $5.79 $7.73 $10.52 $12.50 $12.41 $81.78 $4597 

10/22 $7.74 $7.62 $5.38 $5.51 $7.56 $10.13 $12.31 $12.24 $83.76 $4537 

10/15 $7.44 $7.46 $5.26 $5.40 $7.34 $9.69 $12.26 $12.22 $81.73 $4463 

10/08 $7.38 $7.43 $5.31 $5.46 $7.34 $9.47 $12.54 $12.49 $78.76 $4382 

10/01 $7.57 $7.50 $5.42 $5.55 $7.55 $9.29 $12.57 $12.40 $75.58 $4344 

9/24 $7.20 $7.20 $5.27 $5.38 $7.24 $9.16 $12.95 $12.54 $73.61 $4446 

9/17 $7.13 $7.17 $5.27 $5.36 $7.09 $9.01 $12.93 $12.56 $71.38 $4422 

9/10 $6.83 $6.89 $5.18 $5.31 $6.89 $8.79 $12.95 $12.58 $69.13 $4558 

9/03 $7.23 $7.18 $5.24 $5.39 $7.26 $9.13 $13.01 $12.60 $68.79 $4535 

8/27 $7.24 $7.15 $5.54 $5.62 $7.33 $9.18 $13.27 $12.67 $68.48 $4506 

8/20 $7.16 $7.04 $5.37 $5.48 $7.28 $9.02 $12.96 $12.27 $62.14 $4437 

  

The soybean chart looks terrible, with a new 11-week closing low red line pretty much at early October  

support just above $12.00. The end of March Spike low support at $11.85ish looks like a likely target. 
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We get the November WASDE (and crop production) update this Tuesday am, and the expectations are 

bearish, as the USA average soybean yield is expected to increase a little, to 51.9 bu/ac, compared to 

October’s 51.5 bu/ac. 

That’s not a big increase, and makes you wonder how much has already been priced in? The table shows 

soybeans were down about 50c/bu in October. 

The soybean export loading pace is great; we could see an increase to the USDA’s export soybean 

forecast Tuesday. (The corn, milo and wheat export loadings pace are not very good…) 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(10/28/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 29.5 232.0 60 239 2,500 2261 44 51.4 

Soybeans 97.4 400.2 30 405 2,090 1685 44 38.3 

All wheat 5.0 319.4 45 335 875 540 31 17.4 

Milo 0.1 10.6 5 12 320 308 44 7.0 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 27.1 202.5 60 209 2,500 2291 45 50.9 

Soybeans 88.4 302.8 30 307 2,090 1783 45 39.6 

All wheat 6.8 314.4 45 330 875 545 32 17.0 

Milo 0.1 10.5 5 12 320 308 45 6.8 

 

Conversely, Brazilian weather has been ok, and I’ve read the Brazilian farmer is a willing seller of their 

beans. 

Let’s see how the market handles the spike low $11.85 target. If the answer is “not very well” …then this 

weekly soybean chart says another 40c to $11.44 area would be the next stopping point. 

 

The soy diesel promise seems a bit far away right now. 
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The corn market is also expecting a slightly better yield Tuesday, with the average yield guess up to 

176.9 bu/ac from last month’s 176.5. But unlike beans, corn is about a dime higher in October, although 

that kinda depends on what day you measure from. 

The Z corn chart has a blue line at $5.68, and a red line at $5.18. That’s a 50c range, and I think it will 

take something other than a little bitty yield increase to break corn out of Da 50c Club. 

 

Corn demand figures could be interesting. I think ethanol demand has been a little better and could 

offset a slightly higher corn yield. I doubt we see a change to feed or export demand on this report. 

KC Z wheat settled down 7c this week, which is a disappointment after the early week rally, but maybe a 

moral victory compared to spring wheat?  
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That KC Z wheat chart isn’t showing a good sell signal, and the uptrend is still intact, although this 

longer-term weekly chart suggests one should keep in mind that KC wheat above $8.00 is not common: 

 

 And…I want to focus in on 2014 and 2015 in the weekly, because there were some examples of a rally 

taking a one-week breather, but then completely falling apart the week after, which…would suggest 

THIS WEEK’S ACTION could be very important. 

 

 

THUS…the main point is if you’re sitting on some unsold wheat, and this thing starts probing the 

downside, it could get ugly really fast. So…ask yourself…do you really like your position? If you’re a little 

uncomfortable, there is no shame in letting it go. 

These posted prices suggest it’s been a pretty good ride: 
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Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

11/02 $7.39-$7.84 $7.44 $7.29-$7.39 $7.09-$7.29 $7.59-$7.99 

10/29 $7.46-$7.91 $7.51 $7.36-$7.46 $7.16-$7.41 $7.66-$8.06 

10/22 $7.34-$7.74 $7.39 $7.09-$7.19 $7.04-$7.29 $7.54-$7.94 

10/15 $7.04-$7.44 $7.09 $6.79-$6.89 $6.74-$6.99 $7.24-$7.64 

10/08 $6.98-$7.38 $7.03 $6.73-$6.83 $6.68-$6.93 $7.18-$7.58 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

11/02(Z) -40, +05 -35 -50, -40 -70, -50 -20, +20 

10/29(Z) -40, +05 -35 -50, -40 -70, -45 -20, +20 

10/22(Z) -40, +00 -35 -65, -55 -70, -45 -20, +20 

10/15(Z) -40, +00 -35 -65, -55 -70, -45 -20, +20 

10/08(Z) -40, +00 -35 -65, -55 -70, -45 -20, +20 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

11/02(Z) -20 -33, -05 -38, -15 -31 

10/29(Z) -20 -33, -05 -38, -15 -31 

10/22(Z) -20 -28, +05 -41, -15 -34 

10/15(Z) -20 -30, -00 -45, -15 -34 

10/08(Z) -25 -32, -25 -45, -20 -34 

 

 

We saw almost no basis movement this week on those posted bids, even though Gulf 12’s climbed 

another dime, now bid at +190, the highest basis we’ve seen since early March 2018, coming off the 

peak at +245 in early January 2018. 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
11/5/2021 190 125 65  

10/29/2021 180 122 58  
10/22/2021 177 125 52  
10/15/2021 175 122 53  
10/8/2021 168 130 38  
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The very firm Gulf bids are more than a little interesting as the wheat-by-class export pace is anything 

but inspiring… 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(10/28/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

HRW 2.3 120.3 15 127 360 233 31 7.5 

SRW 1.0 48.1 10 52 120 68 31 2.2 

HRS 1.7 89.2 10 94 225 131 31 4.2 

White .0 59.1 10 63 155 92 31 3.0 

HAD 0.0 2.8 0 3 15 12 31 0.4 

         

10/21/21         

HRW 1.6 118.0 15 125 360 235 32 7.3 

SRW 2.7 47.1 10 51 120 69 32 2.2 

HRS 1.6 87.5 10 92 225 133 32 4.2 

White .3 59.0 10 63 155 92 32 2.9 

HAD 0.6 2.8 0 3 15 12 32 0.4 

 

I have to ask…is it possible Brazil is snooping around?  

The USDA has estimated the wheat crop in Argentina at 20 million tonnes the past couple WASDE 

updates, BUT… WHAT IF…what if Brazil is truly nervous about that GMO wheat Argentina sowed? 

I have no idea; nor do I want to be known as a Rumor Monger.  

For now, we’ll continue to assume the Gulf is chasing 12’s because 12’s winters are still a couple bucks 

cheaper than springs, even though this MGEX Z spring wheat – KC Z winter wheat shows springs 

dropped 40c on winters last week. 
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This week’s rain won’t help the Montana, Colorado, Western Nebraska, or Western Kansas. 

 

Even though the Drought Monitor seems to be slowly improving, a lot depends on this spring’s weather. 

I can see on the table on page 2 new-crop KC N futures basically set a 2-week double top around $7.75 

and that’s probably a good reason to get some new-crop sold, but…I can certainly understand why 

anyone could be reluctant to do that. 

This is KC N22; treat $7.74-$7.75 as a very strong double-top of resistance, and know that the new 4 

week closing low is the $7.62 area, which looks like will coincide with trendline support potentially, SO IF 

THAT FAILS, it would be a sell signal. Bigger sell-signals would come if the red line comes into play, 

which…the way the weeks roll off the table, could come into play in a month or so around $7.20… 

 

Crop Report out Tuesday. Are you ready for it? 

Stay Safe! Have a good week. 
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